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Arguably, there is no need to distinguish proess ontrol as a separate branh of on-

trol theory. Historially, highly omplex multivariable and nonlinear plants often with

di�ult dynamis, large transport and measurement delays, and with ontrol elements

prone to saturation � plants ommonly found in hemial, petroleum, food, pharma-

eutial and other proess industries � are onsidered to be the subjet of proess

ontrol. Plants with di�ult harateristis are ertainly not limited to proess indus-

tries. However, plants in proess industries are often unique and subjet to ontinuous

hanges due to equipment upgrades and modi�ations in operating onditions. Conse-

quently, it is eonomially infeasible to develop and maintain state-of-the-art ontrol

systems for all but the most ritial plants. Furthermore, omplexity and uniqueness

lead to the lak of reliable models for ontroller design.

The entral researh topi of proess ontrol is the development of ontroller syn-

thesis methods that an be applied by engineers with limited training in ontrol theory

and produe robust designs that are easy to obtain, apply, maintain and re-tune, and

are appliable to unertain plants with di�ult dynamis, time delays and nonlineari-

ties. For a long time, the requirement of the simple designs for di�ult plants limited

the pratially used methods to the well-established and proven methods of PID on-

trol, interation deoupling, dead-time ompensation and other lassial methods all

known sine the late 1950's.

The researh e�ort of the last 20 years has resulted in signi�ant theoretial

developments in the areas of robust linear ontrol and model preditive ontrol (MPC).

After many years, MPC has beome the �rst �new� ontrol method widely aepted

by the industry. Signi�ant researh e�ort was direted towards the development

of nonlinear proess ontrol, adaptive ontrol and model identi�ation. The need to

redue proess measurements into the proess model led to a wider use and aeptane

of statistial methods of proess modeling. The ombination of proess ontrol and

statistial data proessing emerges as a new diretion � a data-driven ontrol.

This speial issue gives a sample of urrent researh in proess ontrol and data

proessing relevant to proess ontrol. Several papers address theoretial issues rang-

ing from inherent degree of fault tolerane of the MPC (paper by Maiejowski) to

the ontroller design and identi�ation in distributed parameter systems (papers by

Christo�des and Daoutidis, and by Skliar and Ramirez).

Problems of data proessing are well represented in the speial issue. Höskuldsson

presents a new statistial modeling approah inspired by the Heisenberg unertainty

priniple and demonstrates its appliation to statistial proess ontrol. Miller et al.

introdue the idea of using ontribution plots to identify the ause of the variability



of produt quality; the proposed approah is applied to the monitoring of a photo-

graphi emulsion manufaturing proess. Ling and Rivera study the appliation of

three di�erent nonlinear blak-box identi�ation methods to the problem of modeling

binary distillation. Duever and Penlidis disuss model disrimination and nonlinear

parameter estimation with appliation to the modeling of polymerization reations.

The appliation of statistial methods to the problem of lake bed lassi�ation is on-

sidered by Yin et al. Two papers (by Klien and Rivera, and Tholudur and Ramirez)

desribe the appliation of neural networks in modeling and signal interpretation.

By putting together this speial issue, we hope to stimulate the ooperation be-

tween ontrol and statistis ommunities. Our further hope is to inrease the interest

of the readers of Applied Mathematis & Computer Siene in the problems of proess

ontrol and data proessing.
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